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HIGHLIGHTS

MK-801 does not completely block synaptic NMDAR current.
• Intracellular
expressed NMDARs also show incomplete inhibition by iMK-801.
• Heterologously
• Modeling indicates a ∼30,000 fold lower affinity for intracellular MK-801.
ABSTRACT

NMDA receptors (NMDARs) are essential components in glutamatergic synaptic signaling. The NMDAR antagonist MK-801 has been a valuable pharmacological tool
in evaluating NMDAR function because it binds with high affinity to the NMDAR ion channel pore and is non-competitive with ligand binding. MK-801 has also been
used to selectively inhibit NMDAR current in only the cell being recorded by including the drug in the intracellular recording solution. Here, we report that
intracellular MK-801 (iMK-801) only partially inhibits synaptic NMDAR currents at +40 mV at both cortical layer 4 to layer 2/3 and hippocampal Schaffer collateral
to CA1 synapses. Furthermore, iMK-801 incompletely inhibits heterologously expressed NMDAR currents at −60 mV, consistent with a model of iMK-801 having a
very slow binding rate and consequently ∼30,000 times lower affinity than MK-801 applied to the extracellular side of the receptor. While iMK-801 can be used as a
qualitative tool to study reduced postsynaptic NMDAR function, it cannot be assumed to completely block NMDARs at concentrations typically used in experiments.

1. Introduction
NMDARs are ion channels that open in response to binding of the
agonist glutamate and co-agonist glycine (or D-serine; Johnson and
Ascher, 1987; Kleckner and Dingledine, 1988) in addition to coincident
depolarization that relieves Mg2+ block of the ion channel pore (Mayer
et al., 1984; Nowak et al., 1984). NMDAR current contributes to synaptic depolarization and has a large Ca2+ conductance (MacDermott
et al., 1986; Jahr and Stevens, 1993; Burnashev et al., 1995) which is
involved in initiating intracellular signaling events, including synaptic
plasticity (Lynch et al., 1983; Luscher and Malenka, 2012). Many
pharmacological tools have been developed to manipulate NMDAR
function (Traynelis et al., 2010).
The NMDAR antagonist MK-801 has been particularly useful in
studying fundamental properties of glutamatergic synapses. MK-801
binds with high affinity when applied extracellularly (∼5–30 nM

dissociation constant at −70 mV; Dravid et al., 2007) to the NMDAR
ion channel pore only when the receptor is active and prevents ionic
current through the channel (Huettner and Bean, 1988). The combination of state-dependence and high-affinity binding has made possible
the measurement of several facets of glutamatergic synaptic signaling.
For example: MK-801 has been used to measure the biophysical property of ion channel open probability in response to glutamate (Jahr,
1992), the probability of vesicle release from the presynaptic terminal
(Rosenmund et al., 1993), and the motility of NMDARs in the postsynaptic membrane (Tovar and Westbrook, 2002). MK-801 has also
been used to selectively inhibit NMDARs in single cells by introducing
the drug into the intracellular environment through a recording pipette
(Berretta and Jones, 1996). Because intracellular MK-801 (iMK-801)
can only access NMDAR in the selected cell, it has been used to investigate the NMDAR contribution to synaptic signaling and integration
independent of possible network effects of blocking NMDARs globally
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(e.g. Lavzin et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2013). This manipulation has also
led to the suggestion that, at some synapses, NMDARs may be functioning presynaptically (Berretta and Jones, 1996; Humeau et al., 2003;
Sjőstrom et al., 2003; Bender et al., 2006; Nevian and Sakmann, 2006;
Corlew et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Moreno et al., 2011; Bouvier et al.,
2015), or postsynaptically in a manner independent of ion flux through
the NMDAR (Carter and Jahr, 2016). However, many of these interpretations of iMK-801 effects rely on the assumption that iMK-801
blocks NMDARs completely.
In this study, we tested whether iMK-801 was effective in inhibiting
NMDAR currents. At the synapse between cortical layer 4 (L4) to layer
2/3 (L2/3) in rat somatosensory cortex, the commonly used concentration of iMK-801, 1 mM, reduced, but did not eliminate NMDAR
currents. Similarly, at the hippocampal Schaffer collateral to CA1
neuron synapse, iMK-801 reduced, but did not eliminate NMDAR currents. We then tested iMK-801 in heterologously expressed NMDARs
and found a reduction of NMDAR current, but the inhibition was incomplete. These results were recapitulated in a NMDAR kinetic model
in which the rate of iMK-801 binding was ∼30,000 times slower than
extracellularly applied MK-801. These results show that iMK-801 can be
used to qualitatively reduce NMDAR currents, but complete inhibition
cannot be assumed.

removed and placed in ice-cold sucrose cutting buffer, containing (in
mM) 210 sucrose, 25 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 7 glucose, 7
MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2. Transverse 300 μm hippocampal slices were cut on a
Leica VT1200 vibratome (Buffalo Grove, IL) in ice-cold cutting buffer.
Slices were recovered in 32 °C artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) solution, containing (in mM) 119 NaCl, 26.2 NaHCO3, 11 glucose, 2.5
KCl, 1 NaH2PO4, 2.5 CaCl2 and 1.3 MgSO4, for 1 h before recording.
Slices were transferred to a submersion chamber on an upright Olympus
microscope, perfused in room temperature normal ACSF containing
picrotoxin (0.1 mM) and saturated with 95% O2/5% CO2. CA1 neurons
were visualized by infrared differential interference contrast microscopy. Cells were patched with 3–5 MΩ borosilicate pipettes filled with
intracellular solution, containing (in mM) 135 cesium methanesulfonate, 8 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 0.3 Na-GTP, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 EGTA, and 5 QX314 (Sigma, St Louis, MO). (+)-MK-801 (Abcam) was added to the
internal solution from a 100 mM (in DMSO) stock solution to a final
concentration of 1 mM and 1% DMSO. Control experiments with simultaneous whole cell recordings with internal solutions containing 1%
DMSO and 0% DMSO showed no difference in NMDAR-EPSCs (data not
shown). Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were evoked by
electrical stimulation of Schaffer collaterals with a bipolar electrode
(MicroProbes, Gaithersburg, MD). AMPAR-EPSCs were measured at a
holding potential of −70 mV, and NMDAR-EPSCs were measured at
+40 mV in the presence of 10 μM NBQX. During paired-pulse stimulation, only the response to the first stimulation was measured and
reported. Series resistance was monitored and not compensated, and
cells were discarded if series resistance varied more than 25%. All recordings were obtained with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA), filtered at 2 kHz, digitized at 10 kHz. Analysis
was performed with the Clampex software suite (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA) and Prism 7 software (GraphPad). Junction potential
corrections were not made.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cortical slice preparation and electrophysiology
Young (postnatal day 13–21) Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River)
of either sex were anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated. The
brain was removed into warm ACSF consisting of (in mM): 119 NaCl,
2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 Glucose, 1.3
sodium Ascorbate, 3 sodium pyruvate, equilibrated with 95% O2/5%
CO2 (chemicals from Sigma). The brain was blocked at 35° from the
coronal plane (Agmon and Connors, 1991), and 300 μm slices containing Barrel Cortex were cut with a vibratome (Leica VT1200S) in
37 °C ACSF. Slices recovered in 37 °C ACSF for 30 min and were
maintained at room temperature (∼22 °C) until use. Animal handling
and procedures followed OHSU IACUC approved protocols.
Slices were transferred to a recording chamber perfused with 35 °C
ACSF at a rate of ∼2 mL/min. Barrel cortex was visually identified and
two theta glass stimulation pipettes filled with ACSF were placed in
layer 4 and used to stimulate two independent synaptic pathways. L2/3
pyramidal neurons in the same column were then visually identified
and patched with borosilicate glass pipettes (2–4 MΩ) filled with an
internal solution consisting of (in mM): 108 cesium methanesulfonate
or cesium gluconate, 2.8 NaCl, 20 HEPES, 0.4 EGTA, 5 tetraethylammonium chloride, pH adjusted to 7.3 with CsOH. (+)-MK-801
(Tocris) was added to the internal solution from a 100 mM (in water)
stock solution. After break-in, the L2/3 neuron was voltage-clamped at
−70 mV and L4 was stimulated at 0.1 Hz and inward currents were
measured. Picrotoxin (50 μM, Sigma) and NBQX (5 μM, Tocris) were
then applied to block GABAA and AMPA receptors, respectively. The
cell was then held at +40 mV to relieve Mg2+ block and measure
outward NMDAR currents, followed by bath application of 10 μM RCPP (Tocris) to block NMDAR currents. Peak inward and outward
currents were measured from averaged traces in each condition. Data
were acquired using a Multiclamp 700B (Molecular devices), controlled
by Scanimage software (Pologruto et al., 2003), sampled at 10 kHz, and
analyzed using Igorpro (Wavemetrics). Series resistance was monitored
and not compensated. Junction potential corrections were not made.

2.3. Recombinant expression and recording
HEK293 cells were transfected with plasmid cDNAs encoding Rat
GluN1-1a (GenBank: U08261) and GluN2A (GenBank D13211) subunits
at a ratio of 1:2 using the calcium phosphate precipitation method as
previously described (Hansen et al., 2014). Whole-cell voltage-clamp
recordings were performed using an Axopatch 1D amplifier (Molecular
Devices, Union City, CA) at room temperature. The holding potential
was −60 mV. The electrodes were filled with internal solution containing (in mM) 110 D-gluconate, 110 CsOH, 30 CsCl, 5 HEPES, 4 NaCl,
0.5 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 5 BAPTA, 2 Na-ATP, and 0.3 Na-GTP (pH 7.35 with
CsOH), and the extracellular recording solution was composed of (in
mM) 150 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 3 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 0.1 Glycine, 0.01 EDTA, 20
D-mannitol (pH 7.4 with NaOH). (+)-MK-801 (Tocris) was added to the
internal solution from a 100 mM (in water) stock solution. Rapid solution exchange (open tip solution exchange had 10–90% rise times
below 1 msec) was achieved using a two-barrel theta-glass pipette
controlled by a piezobimorph. Data were acquired at 20 kHz, filtered at
5–10 kHz, and analyzed with Axograph software (axograph.com) and
IgorPro (Wavemetrics). Junction potential and series resistance corrections were not made.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Values are reported as the mean ± SEM. At least two animals were
used per group. Comparisons were made using paired or unpaired t-test
where appropriate. Statistical significance is reported if p < 0.05.
Experiments were not performed blind to the condition of the experiments. Sample sizes are similar to those generally used in the field, and
no statistical methods were used to predetermine the sample size.
Randomization was not used to determine experimental conditions.

2.2. Hippocampal slice preparation and electrophysiology
All mice were of C57BL/6J background and housed according to
IACUC guidelines at the University of California Davis. P18-24 mice
were anesthetized in isoflurane, and decapitated. Brains were rapidly
123
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Fig. 1. Intracellular MK-801 inhibits synaptic NMDAR current, but not completely. (A) Example recording of synaptic AMPAR and NMDAR currents from a L2/
3 neuron while stimulating L4 at 0.1 Hz. Left: time course of peak synaptic currents, measuring inward currents while holding the postsynaptic neuron at −70 mV,
and outward currents at +40 mV. 5 μM NBQX was added to block AMPAR currents and 10 μM CPP was added to block NMDAR currents. Right: AMPAR (downward
current) and NMDAR current (upward currents) isolated by subtraction of traces before and after antagonist addition. Scale bars are 100 ms, 100 pA. (B) Example
time course (left) and traces (right) from a recording with 1 mM MK-801 included in the internal solution. Scale bars are 100 ms, 200 pA. (C) Summary of inward
currents measured at −70 mV before (ACSF) and after 5 μM NBQX addition using control internal solution (left, N = 25 synaptic pathways from 13 neurons,
t(24) = 9.07, p = 3.2e-9, paired t-test), and with 1 mM iMK-801 (right, N = 24 synaptic pathways from 13 neurons, t(23) = 6.32, p = 1.9e-6, paired t-test). (D)
Summary of outward currents measured at +40 mV before and after 10 μM R-CPP addition using control internal solution (left, N = 25 synaptic pathways from 13
neurons, t(24) = 5.82, p = 5.4e-6, paired t-test), and with 1 mM iMK-801 (right, N = 24 pathways from 13 neurons, t(23)=5.07, p = 3.9e-5, paired t-test). (E) Summary
of AMPAR currents isolated by NBQX subtraction (ns, not significant, t(47) = 1.34, p = 0.19, t-test) and NMDAR currents isolated by R-CPP subtraction (t(47) = 4.38,
p = 6.7e-5, t-test) with or without MK-801 in the recording pipette. (F) The ratio of NMDAR to AMPAR currents was reduced in the iMK-801 condition (right)
compared to control internal solution (left, t(47) = 7.27, p = 3.2e-9, t-test). Red symbols in (C), (D), and (F) are data from the examples shown in (A) and (B). The *
symbol indicates p < 0.05. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3. Results

from 13 neurons, t(23) = 6.32, p = 1.9e-6, paired t-test). R-CPP reduced
outward currents in experiments using control internal solution
(Fig. 1D, from 246.0 ± 40.2 pA to 13.5 ± 3.4 pA, N = 25,
t(24) = 5.82, p = 5.4e-6, paired t-test), as well as in experiments using
1 mM iMK-801 containing internal solution (Fig. 1D, from
61.3 ± 10.8 pA to 8.5 ± 1.4 pA, N = 24, t(23) = 5.07, p = 3.9e-5,
paired t-test). Fig. 1E shows a summary of the AMPAR and NMDAR
currents isolated by antagonist subtraction. There was no significant
difference between the AMPAR current level measured using either
control or 1 mM iMK-801 internal solution (control internal:
−256.9 ± 27.9 pA, N = 25, iMK-801: −335.8 ± 51.8 pA, N = 24,
t(47) = 1.34, p = 0.19, t-test). 1 mM iMK-801 significantly inhibited the
NMDAR current to ∼25% of the control level (control:
241.4 ± 39.7 pA, N = 25, iMK-801: 61.5 ± 10.6 pA, N = 24,
t(47) = 4.38, p = 6.7e-5, t-test). In addition, the synaptic NMDAR/
AMPAR ratio was significantly reduced in the iMK-801 condition relative to control (Fig. 1F, control NMDAR/AMPAR ratio: 0.93 ± 0.09,
N = 25, iMK-801 ratio: 0.20 ± 0.03, N = 24, t(47) = 7.27, p = 3.2e-9).

3.1. Synaptic NMDAR currents are reduced, but not eliminated by 1 mM
iMK-801
To test the effect of iMK-801 on synaptic NMDARs, we recorded
synaptic currents from L2/3 neurons in rat somatosensory cortical slices
in response to L4 stimulation. Fig. 1A shows an example recording
using control internal solution (without added MK-801). After breaking
into the L2/3 neuron, voltage-clamp was established and the neuron
was held at −70 mV while L4 was stimulated at 0.1 Hz. NBQX (5 μM)
and picrotoxin (50 μM) were then added to block AMPA and GABAA
receptors, respectively. The neuron was then held at +40 mV to relieve
Mg2+ block, outward currents were measured, and the NMDAR antagonist R-CPP (10 μM) was added. AMPAR and NMDAR currents were
then isolated by subtraction of traces obtained in the presence of the
specific antagonists (Fig. 1A, inset). In the example shown in Fig. 1A,
the peak AMPAR current was −198 pA and the peak NMDAR current
was 276 pA, giving a ratio of NMDAR/AMPAR current of 1.39. Fig. 1B
shows a similar experiment except the internal recording solution
contained 1 mM MK-801. Inward currents measured at −70 mV were
blocked by NBQX, and outward currents measured at +40 mV were
blocked by R-CPP. In this example recording, the peak AMPAR current
was −542 pA and the peak NMDAR current was 111 pA, giving a ratio
of 0.20. NBQX decreased inward currents using either control internal
solution (Fig. 1C, −277.5 ± 30.4 pA to −28.1 ± 3.5 pA, N = 25 synaptic pathways from 13 neurons, t(24) = 9.07, p = 3.2e-9, paired ttest), or internal solution containing 1 mM MK-801 (from
−357.0 ± 54.1 pA to −28.4 ± 3.5 pA, N = 24 synaptic pathways

3.2. Incomplete block of NMDAR currents by intracellular MK-801 in
hippocampal CA1 neurons
In addition to L4-to-L2/3 synapses, the efficacy of iMK-801 at
blocking synaptic NMDAR currents was also examined at the prototypical CA3-to-CA1 synapse. As a control, extracellular MK-801 (50 μM)
was shown to effectively block synaptic NMDAR currents within 15 min
of repeated stimulation of the Schaffer collateral axons (Fig. 2A). To
increase the probability of synaptic vesicle release at individual synapses without inducing postsynaptic plasticity, a paired-pulse
124
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Fig. 2. Incomplete block of synaptic NMDAR currents by intracellular MK-801 at the Schaffer collateral to CA1 synapse. (A) Complete block of evoked
NMDAR-EPSC amplitudes in 50 μM extracellular MK-801 measured at +40 mV. Baseline NMDAR-EPSC amplitudes were obtained for 2 min then a paired-pulse
stimulation protocol (two pulses 50 msec apart repeated at 0.1 Hz) was applied. Data represent the mean ± SEM of the first NMDAR-EPSC amplitude normalized to
the average baseline amplitude (n = 7). Inset, sample traces of NMDAR-EPSCs at baseline (black) and after paired-pulse stimulation (gray) in 50 μM MK-801; scale
bars represent 100 pA, 200 msec. (B) Schematic of simultaneous whole-cell recordings from neighboring CA1 neurons, one with control solution, and the other with
internal containing 1 mM iMK-801. (C) AMPAR-EPSCs are unchanged by 1 mM iMK-801. Scatterplot of AMPAR-EPSC amplitudes measured at −70 mV from
individual neuron pairs (open circles) and averaged pair ± SEM (solid circle) (control: 61.3 ± 5.8 pA, iMK-801: 71.6 ± 11.0 pA; n = 9, t(8) = 0.8023, p = 0.446,
paired t-test). Dashed lines represent linear regression and 95% confidence interval. Inset, sample traces of AMPAR-EPSCs (black, control; gray iMK-801); scale bars
represent 20 pA, 20 msec. (D–F) Incomplete block of NMDAR-EPSCs by iMK-801. Amplitudes were measured after 20 min of either 0.1 Hz stimulation while holding
at +40 mV (D) or 20 min of a paired-pulse stimulation protocol (E, two pulses at a 50 msec interval repeated at 0.1 Hz). Scatterplots represent NMDAR-EPSC
amplitudes from individual neuron pairs (open circles) and mean ± SEM (solid circle). Insets, sample traces of NMDAR-EPSCs (black, control; gray iMK-801); scale
bars represent 100 pA, 200 msec. (F) Paired-pulse stimulation lead to significantly more, yet still incomplete, NMDAR inhibition by iMK-801 (0.1Hz for 20 min:
53.6 ± 3.8% of control, n = 8; paired pulse: 40.9 ± 4.2% of control, n = 6; t(12) = 2.223, p = 0.046, t-test).

stimulation protocol (two pulses 50 msec apart repeated at 0.1 Hz) was
utilized. To examine the efficacy of iMK-801, we performed simultaneous whole cell recordings from neighboring CA1 pyramidal neurons
with either control internal solution or internal solution containing
1 mM iMK-801 (Fig. 2B). Simultaneous paired whole-cell recordings at
CA3-to-CA1 synapses provide a rigorous, quantitative, and internally
controlled comparison of the effects of iMK-801. At the commonly used
concentration of 1 mM, iMK-801 may have off-target effects; however,
no effects were observed on AMPAR-EPSCs (Fig. 2C; control:
61.3 ± 5.8 pA, iMK-801: 71.6 ± 11.0 pA; n = 9, t(8) = 0.8023,
p = 0.446, paired t-test). NMDAR-EPSCs were then examined at
+40 mV in the presence of 10 μM NBQX to block AMPARs. After
20 min of simulating Schaffer collaterals at a neutral rate of 0.1 Hz,
iMK-801 inhibited the synaptic NMDAR currents to ∼50% of control
levels (Fig. 2D; control: 185.7 ± 33.2 pA, iMK-801: 96.4 ± 17.4 pA;
n = 8, t(7) = 4.782, p = 0.0020, paired t-test). Increasing synaptic release probability by using a paired-pulse protocol (2 pulses at 50 msec
interval, repeated at 0.1 Hz) led to increased NMDAR current inhibition
by iMK-801 to ∼40% of control levels (Fig. 2E; control:
74.0 ± 21.2 pA, iMK-801: 26.7 ± 5.2 pA; n = 6, t(5) = 2.904,
p = 0.0336, paired t-test). Thus, while increased stimulation led to a
modest increase in synaptic NMDAR current inhibition (Fig. 2F; current
in the presence of iMK-801 relative to control measured after 0.1 Hz
stimulation for 20 min: 53.6 ± 3.8%, n = 8; after paired pulse stimulation: 40.9 ± 4.2%, n = 6; t(12) = 2.223, p = 0.046, t-test), the block
was still incomplete.

3.3. Recombinant NMDARs are inhibited, but not completely blocked by
1 mM intracellular MK-801
The recordings of synaptic currents shown in Figs. 1 and 2 were
obtained from intact neurons in brain slices that have processes extending for hundreds of micrometers, and the exact location of the
stimulated synapses was not known. In addition, voltage clamp of synapses on dendritic spines in intact neurons is not well experimentally
controlled (Beaulieu-Laroche and Harnett, 2018). While the inhibition
of NMDAR currents by iMK-801 indicates that the drug reached and
interacted with the synaptic receptors, the concentration of MK-801 at
the synapse was not known with certainty. Therefore, we tested the
effects of 1 mM iMK-801 on NMDAR currents in a heterologous expression system (Fig. 3). The NMDAR GluN1 and GluN2A subunits were
expressed in HEK293 cells and whole cell voltage clamp recordings
were then made from isolated cells. In these experiments, Mg2+ was
excluded from the extracellular solution, which contained 100 μM
glycine, and L-glutamate (1 mM) was delivered by a fast-flow exchange
system to activate the NMDARs. Fig. 3A shows a recording using the
control internal solution while voltage-clamping the cell at −60 mV. In
this example recording, the NMDAR current reached a peak of −839 pA
which was followed by a desensitization to a steady-state level 63% of
the peak current level. In 7 cells using control internal solution, the
peak NMDAR current induced by 1 mM glutamate was
−1.92 ± 0.77 nA. On average, the steady-state NMDAR current level
was 55 ± 6% of the peak current and developed over a time course
that could be fit with a single exponential with a time constant of
125
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Fig. 3. Incomplete inhibition of NMDAR currents by intracellular MK-801 in HEK293 cells expressing GluN1/GluN2A recombinant receptors. (A) Using
control internal solution and holding at −60 mV, 1 mM L-Glutamate induced an inward current that desensitized to 63% of the peak level. (B) With 1 mM MK-801 in
the intracellular solution, glutamate induced current fell to 13% of the peak value (note the different time scale from panel (A)). The inset shows a recording from the
same cell held at +60 mV. (C) Summary of steady-state current as a fraction of the peak current at −60 mV in 7 cells using control internal solution (0.55 ± 0.06,
mean ± SEM) and in 4 cells with 1 mM intracellular MK-801 (0.17 ± 0.04, mean ± SEM, t(9) = 4.56, p = 1.4e-3, t-test). The red markers are from the example
traces in (A) and (B). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

1.06 ± 0.23 s. Fig. 3B shows an example recording of NMDAR currents
with 1 mM MK-801 in the recording pipette. In this example holding at
−60 mV, after reaching a peak inward current of −3.45 nA, the current
decayed to a steady-state level 13% of the peak level. In 4 cells recorded
with 1 mM iMK-801, the mean peak inward current was
−2.59 ± 0.53 nA, not significantly different from the control recordings (t(9) = 0.71, p = 0.50, t-test). The steady-state current level with
1 mM iMK-801 was on average 17 ± 4% of the peak current, corresponding to an inhibition of NMDAR currents by iMK-801 to ∼31% of
the control steady-state current level (Fig. 3C, t(9) = 4.56, p = 1.9e-3, ttest). The time course of decay of current in the presence of 1 mM iMK801 could be fit with a double exponential function in which the fast
component was set to the average time constant of desensitization
measured in the control condition (1.06 s), and the second, slower
component was 4.95 ± 1.87 s.
At positive voltages, extracellular MK-801 dissociates from the
NMDAR more readily than at negative voltages (Huettner and Bean,
1988). Similarly, inhibition of NMDAR current by intracellular MK-801
showed voltage dependence (Fig. 3B). At +60 mV, NMDAR currents in
cells filled with 1 mM iMK-801 reached a steady-state level 85 ± 5%
of the peak current level (mean ± SEM, N = 4), significantly larger
than the steady-state current from the same cells measured at −60 mV
(t(3) = 8.9, p = 1.2e-4, paired t-test).

measured in dissociated neurons. The rate of recovery is a product of
the open probability, popen, and the voltage dependent dissociation
constant (Huettner and Bean, 1988). Fitting the measured recovery
time constants (from Huettner and Bean, 1988: 92 ± 40 min at
−70 mV and 1.8 ± 0.3 min at +30 mV, and estimated popen in those
recordings ranged from 0.002 to 0.007) to an exponential function of
voltage (popen *k0*exp (V/k1), gave the voltage dependent function
0.00285* exp (Vm/25.4) s−1. The on-rate of MK-801 was then adjusted
to empirically match the time course of block measured in recombinant
receptors (Fig. 3B). This led to an estimated on-rate of 8e-4 μM−1s−1,
which captures well the time course and degree of inhibition by 1 mM
intracellular MK-801 on the NMDAR conductance (Fig. 4C). In the
absence of MK-801, the modeled conductance desensitizes to a level
similar to the measured levels (Fig. 4B, dashed trace). When 1 mM MK801 is included in the model, the conductance (Fig. 4C, solid red trace)
matches very closely the measured NMDAR conductance time course
(Fig. 4C, black trace, same trace as in Fig. 3B). These modeled rates
correspond to an affinity of MK-801 to the NMDAR that is ∼30,000
times lower when applied to the intracellular side of the receptor than
when applied extracellularly.
4. Discussion
4.1. The binding site of MK-801

3.4. An NMDAR model can recapitulate the intracellular MK-801 block

The binding site of intracellularly applied MK-801 was presumed to
be the same site as extracellularly applied MK-801. Consistent with this
interpretation, iMK-801 required opening of the channel to inhibit
NMDAR current: in recombinant receptors, the current reaches a peak
before being inhibited to a lower steady-state level and the peak current
was similar in amplitude in both control and iMK-801 conditions
(Fig. 3). The inhibition by iMK-801 shows voltage dependence consistent with the expulsion of positively charged MK-801 across the
membrane through the ion channel. A single binding site for iMK-801 is
also consistent with recent cryo-EM structural data (Lu et al., 2017) and
x-ray crystallographic data (Song et al., 2018) that show a single MK801 binding site in the NMDAR channel.
The voltage-dependent off-rate of MK-801 in the model matches the
measured rates of recovery in isolated neuronal cells (Huettner and
Bean, 1988). This similarity in measured and modeled MK-801 off-rate

Fig. 4A shows a Markov model structure for NMDAR glutamate
binding and gating based on the model of Lester and Jahr (1992).
Following the binding of two glutamate molecules to the receptor, the
channel can either open or enter a desensitized state. If MK-801 is
present, the drug has access only to the open channel state, and when
MK-801 is bound, the receptor can gate normally, but does not conduct
current. The rate constants of glutamate binding and unbinding were
initially set similar to recombinant GluN1/2A receptors (Maki and
Popescu, 2014). Peak open probability in the model is ∼0.46, similar to
that measured from GluN1/2A receptors (Erregar et al., 2005), and, in
the absence of MK-801, the conductance desensitizes to a steady-state
level that is ∼60% of the peak, similar to the value measured in the
recombinant receptors (Fig. 3C). The rate constant of MK-801 unbinding was estimated from the rate of recovery from MK-801 block
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Fig. 4. A NMDAR model can recapitulate inhibition by iMK-801. (A) Structure of the NMDAR model consisting of the unliganded receptor, R, two binding sites
for glutamate, RG and RGG, a desensitized state D, open state O, and corresponding states with MK-801 bound (shown in gray). After two glutamate molecules bind to
the receptor, the channel can open or desensitize (black states). MK-801 has access to the channel only during the open state. Once bound, the channel does not
conduct current, but can gate normally (gray states). (B) Normalized modeled NMDAR conductance at −60 mV (dashed red trace) matches well the recorded
NMDAR conductance (black trace, same recording as Fig. 3A). (C) Modeling NMDAR conductance at −60 mV with 1 mM iMK-801 (solid red trace) matches well the
time course of the recorded NMDAR conductance (black trace, same recording as Fig. 3B). The red dashed trace shows the modeled current in the absence of iMK801. The model rates used were: kon = 20 μM−1s−1, koff = 60 s−1, kd = 6.5 s−1, kr = 0.5 s−1, α = 250 s−1, β = 2000 s−1, kMk,on = 8e-4 μM−1s−1, kMk,off = 0.179
s−1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

is consistent with MK-801 binding at the same site—whether MK-801
enters from the extra- or intracellular side of the receptor, the unbinding rate is equivalent. The primary difference between intra- and
extracellularly applied MK-801 was found to be the on-rate of the drug.
The modeled on-rate, 8 × 10−4 μM−1s−1, ∼30,000 times slower than
the measured on-rate of extracellularly applied MK-801, 23.7 μM−1s−1
(Jahr, 1992), led to an estimated KD of ∼224 μM for iMK-801 at
−60 mV. The slow on-rate of iMK-801 reflects the reduced access to the
binding site that is on the extracellular side of the pore-loop in the
NMDAR ion channel (Lu et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018).
Typically, iMK-801 has been used at a concentration of 1 mM,
roughly 30,000–200,000 times the dissociation constant of extracellularly applied MK-801 (∼5–30 nM; Dravid et al., 2007). The low
affinity of iMK-801 to NMDARs can explain why such a high

concentration of iMK-801 is required to inhibit NMDAR current.
However, such a high concentration of drug may lead to off-target effects on other ion channels or proteins inside the cell. For example,
extracellular MK-801 at μM levels can affect acetylcholine receptor
signaling (Galligan and North, 1990), and, at mM levels, extracellular
MK-801 can affect voltage-gated K+ channels (Rothman, 1988). Because it is applied through the recording pipette, off-target effects of
iMK-801 are difficult to test experimentally.
4.2. Synaptic NMDAR inhibition
In cortical L4-L2/3 synapses, iMK-801 inhibited NMDAR current
level to ∼25% of the control current level (Fig. 1). In the hippocampal
Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses, inhibition by iMK-801 reduced the
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NMDAR current level to ∼40–50% of the control current level. These
measurements of synaptic NMDAR currents were made while voltageclamping the neuron to +40 mV in order to relieve Mg2+ block of the
receptors. Because the interaction of MK-801 with the NMDAR shows
voltage dependence, holding at +40 mV may distort the degree of inhibition present at membrane potentials near rest. However, in the
reduced HEK-293 cell preparation with recombinant NMDARs, measurements of NMDAR current were possible with no extracellular Mg2+
present while holding at −60 mV, near neuronal resting potential, and
inhibition by iMK-801 was incomplete.
Another concern with the interpretation of the synaptic experiments
is whether iMK-801 inhibition of the NMDAR current has reached a
steady-state during the recordings. In the recordings from recombinant
receptors holding at −60 mV, inhibition by iMK-801 develops with a
time constant of ∼5 s in the continued presence of glutamate, while in
the synaptic recordings, glutamate is present only briefly after each
vesicle release event (Clements et al., 1992). However, even in the case
of the recombinant receptors with steady glutamate application, steadystate inhibition of NMDAR currents by iMK-801 was incomplete
(Fig. 3). This combination of observations—that the onset of inhibition
is slow and that steady-state inhibition is incomplete—underscores the
need for caution in interpreting results using iMK-801, and that complete inhibition of NMDAR currents by this manipulation should not be
assumed.

Regardless of these differences between experimental conditions, the
qualitative result in every case was consistent: the inhibition of the
NMDAR current by iMK-801 was incomplete.
Another crucial determinant of NMDAR activity is the subunit
identity, which controls receptor kinetics (Cull-Candy and Leszkiewicz,
2004) and could also affect the binding of MK-801. While the synaptic
NMDAR subunit composition is not known for certain, it likely contains
GluN2A and GluN2B subunits, as either diheteromeric GluN1/GluN2A,
GluN1/2B, or triheteromeric GluN1/2A/2B receptors (Monyer et al.,
1994; Gray et al., 2011; Tovar et al., 2013). The presence of the GluN2B
subunit confers a lower open probability (Erregar et al., 2005; Gray
et al., 2011), which would decrease the rate of MK-801 dissociation
relative to the rate estimated from the heterologously expressed GluN1/
GluN2A receptors (Fig. 3). The uncertainty of the receptor composition
in the synaptic systems used in this study hinders quantitative comparisons, but underscores the finding that in no case was inhibition
complete.
5. Conclusions
MK-801 has been an extremely useful tool in probing NMDAR
channel function, and intracellular MK-801 has been useful in distinguishing NMDAR function in single cells from network effects of
NMDAR inhibition. However, we show here 1 mM iMK-801, a commonly used concentration, does not completely inhibit NMDAR currents. This incomplete inhibition can be explained by an extremely slow
binding rate of MK-801 when applied to the intracellular side of the
membrane. These results are consistent with prior studies that show
iMK-801 significantly reduces NMDAR currents, but there is often incomplete block of the current (Humeau et al., 2003; Samson and Pare,
2005; Bender et al., 2006; Corlew et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Moreno et al.,
2011; Lavzin et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2013; Larsen et al., 2014).
Therefore, while this manipulation can be a useful qualitative tool to
selectively reduce NMDAR current in a single recorded cell, it cannot be
assumed to eliminate the contribution of NMDAR current to postsynaptic signaling.

4.3. Differences between experimental systems and recording conditions
We found that iMK-801 does not completely inhibit NMDAR current
in three different systems: L4-L2/3 synapses in somatosensory cortex
from young rats (P14-21), hippocampal Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses from young mice (P18-24), and recombinant NMDARs expressed
in HEK-293 cells. While the qualitative result of incomplete inhibition is
shared between each of our experiments, differences between preparations and conditions preclude quantitative comparisons.
The preparations used in this study cover a wide range of glutamate
release probabilities. The cortical L4-L23 synapse has a high probability
of release (Silver et al., 2003), the hippocampal Schaffer collateral-CA1
synapse has a relatively low probability of release (Dobrunz and
Stevens, 1997; Oertner et al., 2002), and, in the case of the recombinant
receptors, glutamate was experimentally delivered. Because MK-801
binding requires channel opening (Huettner and Bean, 1988), which in
turn requires the presence of glutamate, the time course and steadystate levels of inhibition are likely to be different in the different experimental systems. Manipulating the probability of release in the
hippocampal synapses by using a paired-pulse stimulus increased the
level of inhibition by iMK-801 (Fig. 2). Although these differences
confound direct comparison of the efficacy of iMK-801, in no case was
there complete inhibition of NMDAR current.
The recording conditions also varied between the preparations used
in this study which confounds direct comparison. For example, the
extracellular Mg2+ concentration was 1 mM in cortical experiments,
1.3 mM in hippocampal experiments, and 0 mM in recombinant receptor experiments. Higher levels of Mg2+ may interfere with MK-801
binding by competing with the MK-801 binding site (McKay et al.,
2013). This would be expected to decrease the effectiveness of MK-801
block, exacerbating the incomplete inhibition of NMDAR currents by
iMK-801. The extracellular Ca2+ concentration also differed between
preparations (2 mM in cortical experiments, 2.5 mM in hippocampal
experiments, and 0.5 mM in recombinant receptor experiments). Calcium is not known to directly affect MK-801 binding, but it may have
indirect effects by altering the rate of NMDAR inactivation (Rosenmund
et al., 1995), which would effectively reduce the probability of channel
opening and hence MK-801 binding. Similarly, excluding GTP and ATP
from the internal solution could increase the rate of rundown of
NMDAR current in an experiment which would lead to an overestimation of the effectiveness of iMK-801 to inhibit NMDAR current.
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